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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a simulatiott of cassava grating system. Processing of gai is a job for women but its

techniques of operaion have witness messures ol changes in Nigeria, There exist varioas versions of mechanical
grulers that are powered either by electric motors or smcll interaal combustion engine. This paper describes a
mathematical model that simu[ates optimum cassava grating system lor various processing cottagi iapacity and the
poteer source used in the cottage industry. A computer prcgrum written in q bqsic language computes the sppropriate
size of grater for a given processitrg cottdge capacity and the source of power requiretl at various cost associated with
grating operation; ftxed cost, variable cost and timeliness cost; system's hour rcquirement; cost of the system and the
Ieast cost grating slstem, The model thus developed was tested on some selected gari processing cottage htdustries with
varying processing conage capacities. The cost requirement and the sssociated components of grating system lor
grating cassavd at varying cottdge processing capacity up to ahout I0 ha of crop service areo wus evaluated in Bida,
Nigeria The least cost involved for different system was determined
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INT'RODUCTION
Gari, a granular food product from cassava, is

one of the main sources of carbohydrate for more than
dO y; of the inhabitants of the West African subregion
(Igbeka et al. 1992). Cassava gating is one of the
processes involved in productiorr of Gari. Grating can
either be carried out manually or mechanically with the
application of grating machine. Although the manual
grating is teilious, time consuming and hazardous, its
level of usage still remains high,

Different forms of mechanical graters include
rotating solid wood drum wrapped with serrated or
punched metal plate, horizontal rotating high roughened
disc held in place by a vertical shaft and designed rasper
nrade ofa series ofhack saw blades fixed at intervals on
a high quality poly vinyl chloride rotating drum. The
average size of gari processing cottage industries vary
from household level to a more established commercial
centers so one typ.e ofgrating system may not be suitable
for all. The typical flow chart ofthe operations involved
in processing gari is shown in Figure l.

Traditionally, grating is done by manually
rubbing the peeled roots against roughened surface,
usually made of perforated 3 mm thick piece of
galvanized mild steel sheet on a wooden or metal frame.
Resrrlt of manual grating of cassava leads to non uniform
particle sizes as well as substantial losses arising from
the inability of the person to hold small pieces of cassava
rootr; for grafing. (Adjenberrg Asem, 1989). Igbeka et al
(1992) reported that the cost of grating with the design
rasper madc ofa series ofhack saw blades is high for the
average local gari producer.

Phil ip et al. (2004) studied ro determine the
actual and potential size of the market for cassava and
cassava based products in Nigeria and what is required
in te rms of economic, social and physical investments to
develop an efficient cassava industrial sector. They

concluded that sustainability demands a participatory
process, transparency, relevancy and cost recovery. It is
suggested that each activity follows its own path starting
with small modest objectives and budgets, growing only
as cost recovering resources allow, Sustainability also
demands ownership of change. It means participating
fully and being rewarded for that participation. It means
taking ownership of the problems and difficulties arising
from change. Changing attitudes, consumer perception,
and business practices are not easy and require patience
and time and initiation from within. The Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Natio4s (FAO) in
Rome (FAO, 2004) estimated 2002 cassava production
in Nigeria to be approximately 34 mill ion tonnes. The
trend fior cassava production reported by the Central
Bank of Nigeria mirrored the FAO data until 1996 and
thereafter rises to the highest estimate of production at
37 mill ion tonnes in 2000 (FMAN& 1997).

lnformation currently available on the grating
of cassava is more related to the choice and application
of various types of available grater rather than design
characteristics and factor of selection as related nature of
application. The current practices revealed that graters
are chosen either arbitrarily or by mere convenience due
to what is available. This procedure failed to give due
consideration for the least cost analysis associated with
the use of various grating systems in term of the farm
size and the capacity ofthe cottage industries providing
the gratiug services to a given crop service area.
Inational approach in taking decision on selection and
utilization of cassava grating systems leads to waste and
ineffective application of farm machinery. Appropriate
selection of farm machinery for various farm operations
is an irnportant perquisite that can lead to inrprovement
in machinery output, t imeliness of operation and
reduction of unnecessary associated production cost.

According to Scott et al. (2000) and FAO
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(200,{) in Philips et al. (200a) they reported thar
resea.rch institutes, such as IFPRI and FAO sugges: a
mor€r conservative production target for cassa!.a.
Extrapolating from estimates for cassava productron in
Afrir;a Nigeria's production is targeted at 40 mrll:on
toltn,rs by 2005 and 60 mill ion ronnes by 2020 (l lTA.
2002). This target relates well to the mapping of a si;nple
linear time trend on historical production levels. It is
imperative that attempt to judiciously process the
product without incurring excessive waste should be
exploited. Qualita.tive analysis and simulation of cassava
grating operation is essential in the determination ofthe
effectiveness of any given grating system with respect to
farnr size and capacity ofthe cottage industry providing
the grating operation to a given crop service area. The
aim ,cf this paper is to simulate an optimum size cassava
grater for a given coftage capacity and power source.

COSiT ASSOCIATED. WITH GRATING SYSTEM
Fixed cost, variable cost and timeliness cost are

various cosf associated with processing operations
(Hunt, 1977). This study considered various fixed cost
such as depreciation, interest, insurance, taxes and
shelter for various grating systems. Variable cost
includes cost of fuel, oil, Iabour, repair and maintenance
and power source cost. Timeliness cost is considered as
a result of inability ofthe grating system to perforin the
operation during optimum period.

ASSUMPTIONS FOR FORMULATION OF
MA'THEMATICAL MODEL

The following assumed parameters were used to
formulate both the conceptual and mathemarical model
and t.o develop the algorithm.

for 5 months in a year.
5 The size of grater is expressed in tenns of unit

capacity in kg/hr
6. Tlre graters are neithel insured nor subjected to

taxes as importation on agricultural equipment
are duty free.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL
MODEL

A mathematical model was derived for the
optimum cassava grating system. The method used by
Gupta et c/ (1986) and Hunt (1977) was adapted.
Derivations of mathematical models in evaluation of
associated costs in using grating system were
established. Annual fixed cost. annual variable cost and
annual timeliness cost were associated annual cost for
using grating system. Equation I presents fixed annual
cost of the grater. The fixed cost consists of the cost of
the grater as related to the unit capaci:y of the grater,
salvage value factor, economic life of power source and
system depreciation cost. A straight-line method was
used to determine the depreciation ofthe grater.

lpg=(UCQ* (cG)*( l  -sr lF) - (= l=*4*5 I  (1). . E E L G  
2  , 2 .

The annual variable cost consists of all
associated runqing costs during operation and for
owning and maintaining a grater. This cost involved
energy required for grating, cost of fuel (this is related to
the specific fuel consurnption of power source), cost of
oil as related to the oil requirement of the power source
(oil requirement of power source is expressed in % of
fuel consumption), labour cost, repair and maintenance
cost for grater as related to the price per unit capacity of
grater and cost ofpower source.

The power cost is estimated independently
before substitution into the annual variable cost Equation
3. The power source may be internal combustion engines
and electric motors. For motors, the electricity charges
may be considered as fixed amount if the bill is on flat
rate or it nray be on the basis of enerl;y corlsumption,
kwh. The power cost per hour is therefcrre estimated for
any power source using equation 2.

The cost of fuel and oil needed is directly
proportional to power consumption of the
source ofpower required to operate the grater.
Annual use of power source is constant for the
whole life of the grating system. This value
remains fixed.
The'size of the grater determihes its cost.
The maxinrunr use of a grater is assumed to be
3 hour per day for 20 working days per month
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The annual variable cost is given as equation 3,
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r (SFCPS ) * (ORPS \* (COIL) +
(RMFG )*  (PUCG )  *  (CG)

I 000
grater,

A C = A F C + A V C . + A T C
(6)

The size of processing equipment that wil l meet the
demand and work schedule ofa given cottage capacity at
least cost is presented by assuming that the differential
of the annual cost with respect to the capaciry of the
equipment being equal to zero (Cuptal er a/., 1986). The
differential of equation 6 with respect to the grating

+ ( P s C )

Estirnate of the custom work is presented by equation 4

wLt,^ _(:AFC) -(cpq* vc)* ((cRG)- (ocq)) (4)' | ' ' . . _
(ccy*(cnq-(ocq))

Annual t imeliness cost is given in equation 5.

".,- - 
(cpc) * (vc) * (yLG)* (cpc)* (yc)* (pc) (5)

(CG) (tyHDG) * 2
The total annual cost is given in equation 6 as the
sr"rmmation of all the associated costs in using a siven
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capacity, CG that is *9 = 0 = (CG\", gives
dlcG)

equation 7.

I

(cc),,, , ,  = lrcncl* (,)c) * (1tco ) +(psc) + (uLG))*{cpc) * (yc) * (pc)
L

I

* (VHDG )11
r l (7)

| (r - {srlF))*  I7UCG) *  . '  ,  , ) "_ '  
, ,  *  (1  _  (S /F) )

L (ELc )

COIIIPUTER PROGRAM
The model presented in equation 7 indicates

optimum condition for cassava grating operation at
(CG)o0,, To arrive at this optimum condition, optimum
valires of the variables in Equation 7 mr,rst be tested and
established. A conrputer programme (JOCS) written in
QBasic was developed using equations I to 7. The
development of the QBasic programme was based on the
steps presented in the flow chat for the determination of
optintunr grating system (Figure 2). The program
(JOGS) is to determine the optimum size of grater for a
giverr cottage capacity to serve a crop area and power
sourcre, to compare the systenr cost of each grating
system and to finally select the least cost grating system
for different capacities of processing area. Seventeen
gratittg systems were studied in Bida, Nigeria. The
proglam developed was used to determine the least cost
grating system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The progranr helps to determine when owning a

gratel is Lrneconotrrical especially if the variable cost is
greater than the custom rate ofgrating. The output result
for a grater with rotating solid wooden drum wrapped
with punched metal plate wlrich serves crop area of
about 4 ha is presented in Table l. Table I shows that for
all the seventeen grating systems that were examined
owning a grater is considered uneconomical. The
services of the cassava grater operator could be more
dependable at least cost alld for optinrum performance.

The results showrr in Table 2 indicate that the
cost of grating decreases with increasing crop area. The
reason for this trend rnay be as a result of decrease rn
fixed cost of grating with increasing system hours when
compared to the increase in timeliness factor. The
timeliness factor increases from YLC = 0 to 0.01 as
shou'n in Table 2. Similarly, an increase in timeliness
factor revealed a corresponding increase in cost of
grating for any size of cottage processing service area.
Tabl'z 2 showed that a lor.v unit cost of grating is possible
where the cassava producer can generate large
production that can lceep the cassava grater operator on a
long system hours of operation. The results also
indicated that a grater service provider that opted for a
small unit of cottage processing service area has the

(<ral + rsct)l-;
2J

tendencyto operate at init ial high unit cost ofgrating but
with possibil i ty of operating far below' operating
capacity of the grating system (Table 2). The effect is
under utilization of the system with high cost recorded
on the overhead and operating cost,

Fig. 3 gives the different sizes of graters for
various of electric motors. The results of possible
optimum combination of power source and grater for
given cottage processing unit that serves a grven crop
area is shown in Fig. 4. The system for a least grating
system is also indicated

The least cost size of grater, the power source
for a given cottage unit with tlre crop alea it serves and
at three levels of timelirress cost factors for farms
growing cassava up to 10 ha are the main factors that
wil l assist in selection procedure. As a result of increase
in tin.reliness, the size of the least cost grater as well as
the power source increases, The increased size of grater
compensated the timeliness cost, wl.rich is higher in the
case of small size grater. Fig. 4 also shows that an
increase in crop area does not always show a
corresponding increase in the size of least cost grater.
This is becar.rse for small farms the least cost of grater is
small arrd the minimum size of grater is to be selected
(for example, at YLG = 0) for crop area up to 2.8 ha the
grater selected is 124 kg/h.

The optimum grating syst€m was established
for different crop areas. Two types of power source were
considered; electric motor and internal cornbustion
engine. The least cost is l imited by available porver
source at  YLG:0 and for  crop areas of7 to l0  ha.  The
least cost of grater is 160 kg/h and this is l imited by 2.7
kW motor; and for large crop areas with an increase in
tirneliness cost factor, the least cost size of grater is
dictated by the maximum size of grater available in the
market.
CONCLUSION

The program developed can be used to select an
optinrum grating system for a given cottage processirrg
unit and the crop area it serves and the size ofthe power
source it uses. It can aid in selecting the. least cost
grating system anrong nrany available grating system in
the farm. The program developed can be used as an
important tool for research and extension purposes in
establishing the profitability and appropriateness of
adoption of a specific form of grating system
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Table 1: Out put result obtained with JOGS program

Optimum Cassava Grating Systems
Grsfer type = Solid wooden &um with punched metal plate Cottrage crop area under service :4ha
System NPS SPS CG PG* FCG OCG TCG CPG AUG WHRC SHC SCQ!!

1 Bngine 2.5 l2O 5300 2.5
2 Engine 3.7 135 5700 2.7
3 Epgine 5.2 150 6900 3-2
4 Engine 6.0 165 8100 3.8
5 Engine 7.5 195 9800 4.6

4.0
5.0
6.6
7.6
9.5
13.3
16.0
22.2
3.3
4.2
5.5
8.7
12.0
t7. l
28.9
32.9
37.7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.5 ss.5
7.7 54.0
9.8 53.4
11.4 52.5
14.0 51.4
18.6 50.9
23.0 49.5
30.4 48.0
s.5 61.5
6.7 60.0
8.4 58.3
t2.8 s2.5
t7.t 50.9
28.9 49.5
32.9 48.0
37,8 44.4
48.8 40.5

0 s5.5 518.2
0 54.0 s61.9
0 53.4 622,r
0 52.5 618.1
0 s1.4 706.3
0 50.9 747.4
0 49.5 759.4
0 48.0 830.2
0 61.5 485.2
0 60.0 518.2
0 58.3 585.8
0 52.5 633.2
0 50.9 740.9
0. 49.5 801.9
0 48.0 812,9
0 44.4 863.4
0 40.5 944.3

6
't

8
9
l0
1 1 .
lit
l i i

t4

Engine ll.2 205 11400 5.3
Engine 14.9 235 13500 6.3
Engine 18.6 250 17600 8.2
Motor 2.0 115 4700 2.2
Motor 2.7 120 5300 2.5
Motor 4.0 140 6200 2.9
Motor 6.7 165 8800 4.1
Motor 10.0 205 10900 ' 5,1
Motor 13.5 230 12300 5.7

1-5 Motor 20,0 245 18700 .8.7
16 Motor 26.8 275 19000 9.8
l',t Motor 34.0 305 23900 ll.l

* Cost of fairly used electric motor and internal combustion engine were used. Purchase of fairly used articles
seems to be the demand at present in Nigeria.

Table 2: Cos.t of grating and systuns hours of least cost theshing systems (For solid wooden drum with perforated
metal plate type of grater)

Timeliness factorCottage
Processing
service area

(ha)

Y L G = 0
Cilf of System
gratlng hour
N/Ke h

YLG = 0.005 YLG:0.01
Cost of
grating
NiKe

System
hour

h

Cost of
grating
N/Ke

System
hour

h
I
2
3
4
5
6

90.2
73.6
60.4
44.2
32.5
14.8
12.5
r0.0
9.2
5.5

10.2
36.4
50.4
62.6
70.3
76.4
80.5
114.5
160.0
172,3

95.2
89.3
73.4
73.0
60.5
52.6
40.3
25.0
t7.3
t2.0

18.2
36.4
50.4
52.6
s8.8
60.4
62.5
&.4
68.2
70.0

97.8
90.2
86,4
80.2
72.8
68.4
52,5
30.6
22.5
20.0

18.2
36.4
48. I
45.2
40.3
47.4
50.6
62.4
68,5
;'0.8

I

8
9
l 0
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rt* = 620 kE
= 323 kg: Fb= 57

= 234k9; fib = 26

= 6 kgl l ib '3 kg

A

RoughGai23Skg
uVatet= '14 kg
st.89lg; fib = 3t kg

iiEvingwlrte l5kg
|l/atEr= thg
!t= 13kg: lib= I kg

Sirving

iieveGad 220k9
{alerlSkg
it= 189kgi fib = '18

Check torthe Min and
Ma)( Sire of Grater

Available

Fig. 1: Traditional Gari Processing Flow Chart (Jory'

198i)

Fig. 2: Flow Chart for the Orogramme

Delermination of Optimum Grating System
for the
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Fig. 3 r Optimum Size of Engine - Operated Grater
(Designed Rasp Type Grater) for Different Crop fuea.

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2
Cotttago Procossing wilh Crop Arua Und.r S.nico {ha}

Fig.4; Least cost Grating System (Designed Rasp Type Graterl
forFarms Up to 10 Hectare.

1 5

Fig. 4: Least cost Grating System (Designed Rasp Type
Grater) for Farms up to l0 Hectare.
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NOTATIONS
AFC
AUG
AIJPS
CFUEL
CG
COIL
CPC
CPG
CPS
CRG
EELG

EELPS =

Annual fixed cost ($i )
Annual use of grater
Annual use ofpower sources (h/yeaQ
Cost of fuel (N /l )
Capacity of grater (kg1h)
cost of oil (N /l )
Cotiage processing service area (ha)
Cost price ofgrating (Fi)
Cost of power source (N /l )
Custom rate of grating (N lkg )
Estimated economic life of grater in
years

Estimated economic life of power source
in year
Electricity flat rate (N/kw-month)
Energy required for grating (kw)
Efficiency of power transmission

EFR
EC
EPTS

+YLG : d Ul

-+-tlrr E 0{!)$

+ r t C . 0 0
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SC
SCOST =

SFCPS

SHC
SPS =

St
SVF
TCG =

ucc
wHC

WHDG =

WHRC

YC
YLG

system (%)
FCG
Fib
TR
LCG
NPS
occ
ORPS

PC
PG
PSC
PUCG

RIT
RMFG

RMFPS

Fixed cost of grating ()t)

Fibre

ffi'"','il$'"ruffiK^l
Nature of Power source
diourinl'.ot, of grating (N ike)

;iffiffin*nt oTPo*it source' in 7o
of fuel consumPtlon
Price ofcroP (N /kg)

Price ofgrater (bt)

Cort of P'-o*et source Per h

iri..-p"t unit capacity of grater (N

ffll'"r,"r.r.'t and taxes Per Ye1 (Q^-
;i;i. and maintenance factor tor

i""l.t'tt" 
'L ofput"hutt price per l00h

$t#T? maintenance factor for

power source

Svstem dePreciation cost ()l)

oil;;; lrating sYstem cost ($+)

#;;ii;; fi:el c-onsumPtion of Power
source (l/kwh)
i*i.. rt""t at custom rate ($+)

Size of Power source (kw)

Starch
;;;;g. value factor in.decimal

ii*.rln.tt cost of grating ($i)

Unit caPacitY cost (N) .
W"*l"g hours required 

'for custom

work (h)
w;;i.i;; hours Per daY for grating

operation (h/daY)
liorking hours required for custom

grating
Yield of ctoP (tg;
vi. iJ to.t 'due to delaY in grattng

ooeration (kgikg-daY)
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